Ch r i stop h e r M a lon e, M at t h e w B olton, M egh a na Naya k , a n d E m i ly We lt y
In at least two respects, Thomas Jefferson set the standard for the modern American university when he founded the University of Virginia (UVA). First, unlike existing universities such as Harvard or Yale, Jefferson sought to create a new, nonsectarian institution of higher learning that r taught and trained leaders in science and public service and affairs rather than the law or religious doctrine. Second, Jefferson was largely responsible for UVA's design, locating it in the "middle of nowhere." Purchased from then president James Monroe in 1817, the tract the university sits on what was originally farmland outside of Charlottesville, Virginia. The geographical, intellectual, and architectural form of the American " campus" thus took shape. On the one hand, the pastoral center of the university (what is known as the "quad" on many campuses), framed by its academic buildings with the library as its focal point, became a place for quiet, monastic reflection. On the other, the campus itself stood in geographical isolation from the broader society, far removed from its social, political, cultural, and economic ills. It was and continues to be a a peculiar combination of forces at work: the American university as a place of inquiry and knowledge, freed from the "superstitions" of the pulpit in the rational and scientific service of the "public"-yet also a "City on a Hill" in miniature, set apart from the ugly distractions of the town by physical, intellectual, cultural, and geographical boundaries.
We at Pace University, and those at urban higher education institutions across the country, appreciate that concept of the university-but have never known it. Sandwiched as we are between the Brooklyn Bridge to the North, City Hall to the West, and the Financial District to the South, Downtown Manhattan is our campus. While boundaries exist, we have neither the luxury, nor perhaps the desire, to build the ramparts one has traditionally observed between town and gown. This has been made particularly clear as our buildings, classrooms, and plaza were enrolled in the politics of Occupy Wall Street (OWS) and its conf lict with the police and the corporate establishment. When the Netroots New York/OWS Unconference was proposed (see Malone and Fredericks's chapter in this volume), some high-level administrators at the University resisted, saying simply that they did not want "those people" on campus. Given Pace's history mainly as a business school, and the fact that many of the alumni sitting on the Board of Trustees come from the very Wall Street institutions Occupy targeted, it is possible that they did not want the image of the university tied to a gathering of Occupiers. Regardless, we reminded them that "those people" included our own students and faculty who cared enough about the country's problems to risk arrest to exercise their First Amendment rights. "Those people," in other words, were already on campus. Our campus and our political science department were already Occupied.
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Jefferson reshaped in broad strokes the role a university plays in a democratic society. He believed that the American university should occupy a space that is at once "in the mix" but "above the fray" of social forces. There is of course an inherent contradiction in these two impulses, which runs like a red thread through two centuries of the history of the American academy. Those of us who work in them struggle to find the right balance. Events big and small force us to reconsider where those ramparts should be constructed. At Pace we are confronted with this question every day as we walk in or out of the front doors, if for no other reason than because we occupy a space that is not "in the middle of nowhere." If the events of the recent past have taught us anything, it is that our campus is less an Ivory Tower than a permeable membrane. As we contemplate this lesson, we offer in this concluding chapter other lessons we have learned about occupying our discipline and some final thoughts for other scholars and activists seeking to "study" complex and dynamic movements. In sum, we focus on the importance of location and positionality, the necessity of methodological diversity, and the gifts of normative, ref lexive, and collaborative communities of learning.
